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 He Yin Zhen. 
The Feminist Manifesto.

whether people agree
with me or condemn me
is not my concern here.
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Comedian 

"Did you ever notice when you go to somebody else's house, you never quite feel a

hundred percent at home? You know why? No room for your stuff. Somebody else's stuff

is all over the goddamn place! And if you stay overnight, unexpectedly, they give you a

little bedroom to sleep in. Bedroom they haven't used in about eleven years. Someone

died in it, eleven years ago. And they haven't moved any of his stuff! Right next to the bed

there's usually a dresser or a bureau of some kind, and there's no room for your stuff on it.

Somebody else's shit is on the dresser. Have you noticed that their stuff is shit and your

shit is stuff? God! And you say, "Get that shit off of there and let me put my stuff down!"

George Carlin
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Introduction, Where I Speak From... p. 1-2

Feminism in Film: Social Allegory in The
Platform, p.3-8 The film The Platform is a social
allegory where Representations of women and
social class subtly reinforce mutual exclusivity in
depictions of female mothers as proletariats and
professional, emancipated women as the
bourgeoisie. This piece utilizes socialist and
Marxist feminist theories to critique elements of
capitalist patriarchy exhibited in the 2020 film,
The Platform.

Hipsters and PBR: The Popular Culture
Pedagogy of Youth Subcultures, p.9-14 Objects
hold meaning and our acts of consumption can be
a critical move. This piece deconstructs the
subculture of hipsters and the object of Pabst Blue
Ribbon craft beer, the hipster experience as
radical youth pedagogy and the way that the idea
of youth subcultures could be considered a
lifelong experience, regardless of age. 

Representation in Motion: Reservation Dogs,
p.15-21 Available on Disney+ and produced by FX
for Hulu, this piece of cinematic pop culture is
important for its representation of Indigenous
youth culture, iconic due to its representation of
discourse and noteworthy given that the whole
operation is run by people of Indigenous descent.
Using Hall's concept of representation, this piece
seeks to unpack the TV show Reservation Dogs
and its depiction of Indigenous youth.

'If You Want To Stop Me…’ Class Matters in
The Ozarks Tv Series, p.22-29 There exists
consequences in the rise of individual liberalism on
class relations, and the ways that women adhering
to these guidelines work against the liberation of
women and how media, film and television shows
such as Ozark can be used as pedagogical
devices to generate critical consciousness among
diverse populations.This piece reviews the role of
class in the TV series the Ozark based in the
feminist and media theories of bell hooks. 

New Woman to Nasty Woman: Representations
in Weimar Berlin and Modern America, p.30-38
It has become clear that both the New Woman of
the Weimar Republic and the ‘Nasty Woman’ of
today’s age have and continue to face
immeasurable stigmatization due to reproductive
rationalization placed on females by the
patriarchal political society in an effort to instills
an ideal that the female nation takes place in a
private space and perpetuate the inequality and
oppression of women.

Hard Candy: A Critical Fairy Tale Retelling,
p.38-43 This film effortlessly accents the
dangerous world of a fearless young girl, coming
of age, moving through the world unsupervised. It
tests the viewers ability to empathize with the
motives of a girl, whose actions fall somewhere
between youthful innocence and responsible, and
overt self awareness. Which actions can be
attributed to ignorance and which can be
attributed to self awareness? The definition of
innocence and the portrayal of masculinity play a
large role in the history of Little Red Riding Hood
retellings and have been especially illuminated in
the captivating cinematic thriller Hard Candy. 

The Fragility of Perception, p.44-50
When we look deeper into our perceptions, we
begin to realize that our schemas contain gaps
where our ideas of reality can be compromised.
The methods we use to understand reality, such as
antique or Renaissance perspective and digital
space, are so deeply rooted in our schema, that
we often confuse the culturally imposed ways of
seeing as truth or sensory information.



Engaging, Embodied and Performative Arts,
p.51-58 Artworks that step outside of the frame
such as Right After by Eva Hesse and The Artist is
Present by Marina Abramovic, challenge the ergon
and parergon of Immanuel Kant and the ‘natural
attitude’ of Norman Bryson. Interactive, immersive
and performative works such as Philip Beesley’s
Hylozoic Ground and I Only See Things When I
Move by Olafur Elisasson possess elements of
embodiment which reminds viewers of the
connection between mind, body and the
surrounding environment. It was the post-
structuralist philosophers that opened the doors to
interpreting artworks sans predetermined
associations and placed increased value on the
role of the viewer in the reception of an artwork. 

Art, Anonymity and Institutional Critique, p.59-
68 Artists have used anonymity in their activist art
as a tool to dissociate authorship, make use of
public spaces, and develop personas based solely
on the aesthetic and didactic qualities of their
artwork. Institutional critique is modernist at its
core as the work responds directly to the
development of industrial societies in the 19th and
20th century. The growing popularity of these
personas has enabled anonymous, activist artists
to work with certain freedoms and take liberties
that they may not have otherwise been enabled to
enact. The increased exposure and publicity has
contributed to the development of artists level of
recognition among the public, the protection of
the work of those artists and the investment of the
public in the activist movement highlighted by
their artworks.  

'

The Garden Gnome: Elite Object to Kitsch 
Product , p.69-74 The garden gnome as a
ceramic figure has transitioned across milieus
through canonical adjustments, from an elite,
porcelain product, to a kitsch, concrete, object of
pop culture, illustrating the impact of society on
the art market and delineating the semantics of
high art and low art while revealing how ceramic
objects and artifacts are attributed their value. 

Tumbling Woman: Censorship of the Sublime,
p.75-82The breathtakingly emotional bronze
piece, titled Tumbling Woman, was made to
highlight the the sublime in the reciprocated
trauma experienced between the victims and the
survivors of the 9/11 terrorist attacks. and was to
be placed inside the Rockefeller Centre in New
York City one year after the traumatic event took
place. Yet, Fischl’s sculpture and its
accompanying poetic statement was only viewed
by the public for a single day, as the intense,
figurative work of a victim falling was decided to
be too disturbing for members of the general
public and the piece was immediately covered up
to be removed. 

Art of the Unconscious, p.83-91 Themes of the
unconscious also include memory deconstruction,
introspective documentation, personality
dimensions, defence mechanisms and many more.
The artistic works of Chen Zhou, Mary Kelly and
Penny Singer are often curated together in themes
of resurgence, a revisitation of, or a harkening
back to the artistic era of surrealism; however, the
common elements in their work could be
recognized as a psychoanalytic movement under
the umbrella of conceptual arts, separate from the
isolated movement of surrealism that has been
argued to have ended over fifty years ago. 

References, p.92-98


